Abstract. Let S be the set of scalings {n −1 : n = 1, 2, 3, . . .} and let L z = zZ 2 , z ∈ S, be the corresponding set of scaled lattices in R 2 . In this paper averaging operators are defined for plaquette functions on L z to plaquette functions on L z for all z , z ∈ S, z = dz, d ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . .}, and their coherence is proved. This generalizes the averaging operators introduced by Balaban and Federbush. There are such coherent families of averaging operators for any dimension D = 1, 2, 3, . . . and not only for D = 2. Finally there are uniqueness theorems saying that in a sense, besides a form of straightforward averaging, the weights used are the only ones that give coherent families of averaging operators. (2000): 82B20.
Introduction
Consider a family of lattices in 2-space,
The set S is the set of length scales that is being discussed; for instance, the set S = {2 −r : r = 1, 2, 3, . . .} as in [1] [2] [3] [5] [6] [7] [8] , or S = {n −1 : n ∈ N}, where N is the set of natural numbers N = {1, 2, 3, . . .}. These are the only two sets of length scales that will be used in this paper. Other sets of scalings can be used, such as Q + the set of rational numbers greater than zero or S = { p∈T p a p : a p ∈ Z} for T a finite or infinite set of prime numbers.
Introduce a partial ordering on S by z ≺ z iff z = dz, d ∈ {2, 3, 4, . . .}. A partial ordering on a set S is (downwards) directed if for all z 1 , z 2 ∈ S there is a z ∈ S such that z ≺ z 1 , z ≺ z 2 . All the partially ordered sets mentioned so far are directed.
A plaquette of L z is a cell of L z , that is a minimal square with corner points in L z , that is, a square with with corner points {(az, bz), (az, (b 
or C, or any other field of characteristic zero for that matter. Let R(L z ) be the ring (vector space) of plaquette functions on L z .
An averaging operator (also called coarsening operator) from scale z to scale
One of the first conditions one requires of a collection of averaging operators for a set of length scales is coherence. That is, if z = ez , z = dz then one should have
(1.1)
In itself coherence is not all that difficult to achieve. For instance, one can take straight averages or put the value of the averaged function on the larger plaquette equal to the value of the smaller plaquette situated at its lower left-hand corner, as illustrated in the two figures below for the case d = 4.
Here the large plaquette, bordered by heavy lines, is the union of 16 small plaquettes, and with obvious, though ad hoc notation
The coherent 'lower left-hand corner scheme' appears utterly daft; at least at the moment -in mathematics and mathematical physics one never knows what solutions to a given problem may one day turn out to be important. There is also something quite counterintuitive about the straightforward averaging scheme. Intuitively the value of the plaquette function at a large plaquette is something like a field strength located at the center of that large plaquette. Thus it seems counterintuitive that it is made up of the field strengths of the smaller plaquettes without regard of how far the centers of these small plaquettes are removed from the center of the large plaquette; one would like to have some tapering off.
